
3 IN 1 CORNER ROUNDER/HOLE PUNCH/NOTCHER

CR2
£340.00

The most useful tool for any 
engraver.
This all-in-one system will 
hole punch a 3.175mm hole, 
5mm radius corner and notch 
metals up to 1mm thick and 
plastics up to 1½mm thick. 
Fully adjustable notch to suit 
any plate size.

CORNER ROUNDER

A sturdy compact rounder
with fixed radii of 4 and 6mm.
Suitable for 1mm metal and
1½mm flexible plastics.

CR1   £185.00

This durable beveller is fitted with a carbide tipped 
blade and will give a fast, professional bevel on 
materials.
Bevel fully adjustable to 6mm depth.

GUILLOTINE

GUILLOTINES

This sturdy 12” shear is available in two
models one for cutting flexible laminates 
and the other for cutting trophy metal 
or jewellers brass cleanly and
professionally.
Adjustable stop is fitted as
standard for accurate sizing
for single and multiple jobs.
Extended handle for extra leverage.

GUIL3P   £375.00
GUIL3M   £375.00

8”   SHEAR  GUIL1     £210.00
12” SHEAR  GUIL2     £265.00

INTERCHANGEABLE CORNER ROUNDER
A sturdy rounder
with interchangeable
blades. Suitable for
1mm metal and
1½mm flexible plastics.

CR3
CR3A  

Base unit only
One blade

£100.00
£130.00

Blade re-grinds
available £25.00

QN £100.00

Collet2 £60.00

QUICK NOTCH A lightweight notcher and 
rounder designed for foamex, 
flexible plastics, trophy and
sublimation aluminium.  
Comes complete with blades 
as shown.

QN-SRND 3.5mm

QN-MRND 6mm

QN-LRND 10mm

QN-STR

QN-PUNCH 6mm

QN-SEMICIRCLE 21mm

State for metal or 
plastic cutting when ordering

Clamps to 
measuring scale 
and acts as a
stop.

SAFETY SAW BEVELLERVARGA   £1695.00

Traditional construction safety saw for cutting most
types of material including flexible and rigid laminates, 
brass, foamex, wood and card. Maximum cut length 
620mm and up to 6.3mm thick. Uses 350 watt, 15000rpm 
motor and 36 tooth carbide blade.

Not suitable for brass
 or steels

Replacement blades £12.00 each

Pack of 5 replacement pads QN-PAD £10.00

1/8”
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”

1/8”
1/4”
3/8”
1/2”

1/4”
3/8”
1/2”

Blades available
at £130.00 each:

Replacement blades, page 14

Replacement blades, page 14

CUTTER
GRINDER

Never be stuck for a cutter again.
Sharpens all engraving cutters. The
collets are interchangeable to suit
various cutter sizes. Comes complete
with standard and diamond wheels.

CG2
£950.00

Collets for CG2:
3mm, 4mm, 6mm,
1/8”, 11/64”, 1/4”

DIAMOND
WHEEL
Diamond
wheel
for grinding
carbide
cutters.

VARGABEVELLER  £720.00

CGW £145.00

Low cost shears for 
cutting .5mm 
jewellers brass, trophy 
aluminium
& alusub.

8” 
12” 

True-Square

£35.00

Sales:  Tel: 01234 218226  Fax: 01234 269899
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